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LOCAL SMOOTHING PROPERTIES 
OF DISPERSIVE EQUATIONS 

P. CONSTANTIN AND J. C. SAUT 

INTRODUCTION 

Is it possible for time evolution partial differential equations which are re-
versible and conservative to smooth locally the initial data? For the linear wave 
equation, for instance, the answer is no. However, in [10] T. Kato found a lo-
cal smoothing property of the Korteweg-de Vries equation: the solution of the 
initial value problem is, locally, one derivative smoother than the initial datum. 
Kato's proof uses, in a curcial way, the algebraic properties of the symbol for the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation and the fact that the underlying spatial dimension 
is one. Actually, judging from the way several integrations by parts and cancel-
lations conspire to reveal a smoothing effect, one would be inclined to believe 
this was a special property of the K-dV equation. This is not, however, the case. 
In this paper, we attempt to describe a general local smoothing effect for disper-
sive equations and systems. The smoothing effect is due to the dispersive nature 
of the linear part of the equation. All the physically significant dispersive equa-
tions and systems known to us have linear parts displaying this local smoothing 
property. To mention only a few, the K-dV, Benjamin-Ono, intermediate long 
wave, various Boussinesq, and Schrodinger equations are included. We study, 
thus, equations and systems of the form 

(0.1 ) au/at + iP(D)u = F, 

(0.2) u(O, x) = uo(x), 

where u = u(t, x), t E R, x E Rn , D = + (a/ax1 ' ••• ,a/axn), and P(D)u is 
defined via a real symbol p(e) in the scalar case (or a matrix with real entries 
in the case of systems), 

(0.3) 

where g; is the Fourier transform with respect to the x variables. 
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The assumptions on p (¢) , reflecting the dispersive nature of (0.1) are that, 
roughly speaking, p(¢) behaves like 1¢l m for I¢I -t 00 , with m > 1 : 

(0.4) p E L;:c(JRn, JR) and is continuously differentiable for I¢I > R , 
for some R ;::: 0 . 

There exist m > 1, (I > 0, (2 > 0 such that 

(0.5) 

(0.6) 
1(8p/8¢)(¢)1 ;::: (2(1 + 1¢I)m-II¢)/I¢I, for all ¢ E JR n , I¢I > R, j = 1, ... ,n. 

The exact assumptions for systems are a little more complicated since we 
allow nonselfadjoint matrices P(D). Our assumptions for systems ensure well-
posedness of the Cauchy problem in Sobolev spaces; the dispersive character is 
provided by properties (0.4), (0.5), and (0.6) required to hold for certain com-
binations of the matrix entries which play the role of propagators (see §4 for 
details). In applications, two cases are more frequently encountered. In the first 
case, (0.1) is of Korteweg-de Vries type, where u is real valued, n = 1 , and 
p(¢) = ¢q(¢2). This includes the Benjamin-Ono (p(¢) = ¢I¢I) , intermediate 
long wave (p(¢) = ¢2cothJ¢ - ¢/J, J> 0), Smith (p(¢) = ¢h/~· - 1)) 
equations. In the second case, (0.2) is of Schrodinger type; u is complex val-
ued, n is arbitrary, and p(¢) = q(l¢12). The systems we treat are various 
generalizations of water waves systems and systems arising from higher order 
dispersive equations. In these physical examples the symbol p is related to 
the dispersion relation between the frequency wand the wave number ¢ of a 
plane wave solution u = ei(wt-?;·x) . The notion of dispersive waves [18] is that 
of a wave with a nonlinear dispersion relation, w( ¢) 1= ( . ¢. The cases we treat 
here would correspond to the situation 

lim Iw(¢)I/I¢1 = +00. 
I?; 1--++00 

The equation (0.1) is conservative and time reversible: the solution defines 
a continuous unitary group on every Sobolev space H S (JRn ). (In the case of 
nonselfadjoint systems, our assumptions imply that the Sobolev norms of the 
solutions are controlled for all (positive or negative) times by those of the initial 
data.) Thus a global smoothing effect is excluded in Sobolev spaces. 

A typical result that we obtain is: if Uo belongs to HS(JRn ) then, for almost 
every t 1= 0, the solution u( t , .) belongs to HI~;d (JRn) where d = (m - 1 )/2 ; 
that is, d depends on the order of the operator P(D) but not on the spatial 
dimension n. The higher the order m, the more dispersive the equation is and 
stronger the local smoothing effect becomes. 

For nonlinear equations one needs to measure the smoothing effect in terms 
of other Sobolev norms than those based on L 2. In that case, our results de-
pend on the dimension n. The proofs rely on a new restriction lemma for 
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Fourier transform (§1). The smoothing effect is proven for F = ° in a quite 
straightforward manner, using the growth of p(c!) at infinity and the restriction 
lemma (§2). In §3 we prove the local smoothing property in the nonhomoge-
neous case (F =/: 0); as an application we discuss Schr6dinger equations with 
various potentials. §4 is devoted to the study of systems. Two typical examples 
of systems that we treat are (see the concrete Examples 4.1 in the text) 

(0.7) { Ut ~ P1H1ux ~ P1H2VX :: 0, 
vt P2H3vx P2H2ux - 0, 

xEJR, tEJR, 

where Hi' i = 1 , 2, 3 , are nonlocal operators, H2 being a smoothing operator, 
and the systems arising from equations of the form 

(0.8) 8 2uj8t2 +(-I)ktl u =0, k?2. 
We give in §5 a few applications to nonlinear problems. The local smoothing 

property for nonlinear problems can be used to either derive existence results 
for rough initial data or to prove regularity results. We present here only those 
nonlinear examples whose treatment follows directly from that of their linear 
parts. Other cases will be considered elsewhere. 

While global smoothing cannot occur in L 2 -Sobolev spaces, there exists the 
possibility, mostly for linear equations, of global smoothing in different spaces. 
Thus Hayashi and Nakamizu and Tsutsumi [8, 9] prove a global smoothing 
property for a class of nonlinear Schr6dinger equation, assuming the initial 
data decays sufficiently at 00. Under the assumption of initial data in L 1 (JRn ) , 

Balabane and Emami Rad [2, 3] obtain a global smoothing in Sobolev wP ,k 

spaces for linear equations of Schr6dinger type of high enough order provided 
the spatial dimension is correspondingly large enough. 

Results which overlap with some of our results were obtained independently 
by Sj6lin [15]. Indeed one of the inequalities he uses in [15] amounts to a local 
smoothing property for the free Schr6dinger equation, essentially the same as 
the one we obtain for that equation. His work is concerned with a problem of 
interest in harmonic analysis. We wish to thank C. Sogge for bringing Sj6lin's 
work to our attention and for stimulating discussions. Part of the results we 
present here were announced in a Note aux Comptes Rendus [5]. 

We conclude this introduction by establishing the notation used in the paper. 
The norm in Lq(JRn ) , 1:5 q :5 +00, will be denoted by 11'lIq; 11'llp,q will 

stand for the norm in L P (JR, L q (JRn )) (1 :5 p, q :5 +00). For a function ! 
of t, x (t E JR, x E JRn ), we use g;! or J for the Fourier transform with 
respect to x, and :T! for the Fourier transform with respect to both variables 
(t , x). For S E JR, the classical Sobolev space H S (JRn ) is defined as the set 
of v E .9"'(JRn) (the tempered distributions) such that (1 + 1c!12t/2v E L2(JRn) , 

equipped with the norm [flRn (1 + 1c!1 2)Slv(c!)12 dc!]1/2. Also we set 

H:;loc(JRn) = {v E.9"'(JRn). "IX E C;'(JRn), :lCx > 0, Xv E HS(JRn ) 

with II(TaX)vIlHs(lRn) :5 Cx ' Va E JRn} 

(where TaX(X) = X(x - a)). 
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We also use the potential spaces Hs·p(OCn), S E OC, 1 < p < 00, 

H S ' P (OCn ) = {f E 9' (OCn ) , 7-1 (1 + 1~12)s/2 7 f E L P (OCnn 

= {f E 9' (OCn ) , (/ - ~)S/2 f E L P (OCnn ' 

equipped with the norm 

IlfIlWP(lRn ) = 11(1 - ~)s/2 flip' 
H~ ; foe (OCn) is defined as above. 

1. A LEMMA ON THE RESTRICTION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

We introduce X: OCn+1 -+ OC of the type 

X(t ,x) = Xo(t)XI(XI )'" Xn(xn). where x = (XI' ... ,xn) 

and 
j=O,l, ... ,n. 

Also let a real q, 1::; q ::; 2 , and a real a be such that 
( 1.1 ) { 2a < m - 1 - (( 2 - q) / q ) n , if 1 ::; q < 2, 

2a ::; m - 1 , if q = 2 . 
We can now state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 1.1. Assume that p satisfies (0.4), (0.6) if q = 2 and also, (0.5) if 
1 ::; q < 2. Let a be given by (1.1). Then there exists a constant Cx depending 
only on X, q, a, n, m such that for every f E 9(OCn+l ) (rapidly decaying, 
smooth functions) . 

(1.2) (In (1 + 1~12)"q/21 (7 xf) (p(~).~) Iq d~ ) I/q ::; Cxllfllv(lRn+') . 

Moreover, the constant Cx can be estimated as follows: 

(1.3) Cx :5 C [U IIx)I, + IIxolI~ E IIXjll,lIxll1~" 'lIijll~" 'lIx,lI~ 1 
where ~ means that the corresponding term is omitted, and C is an absolute 
constant. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We break the integral in (1.2) into 

r + r (where R is as in (0.4)-(0.6)). 
JI~I~R JI~I>R 

The first integral can be easily bounded 

(1.4) r (1 + 1~12)"q/217(xf)(p(~), ~)Iq d~ ::; CRII7(xf)lI~oo(lRn+') 
JI~I~R 

::; CRllxfll~'(lRn+') 
::; C R IIXolI~ ... Ilxn II~ IIfll~2(lRn+') . 
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We need to estimate ~~I>R' Let rj = {e E jRn, lei> R, lejl ~ (l/y'n)lel} for 
j = 1, ... ,n. It is clear that {e E jRn, lei> R} c U;=l r j • Therefore it is 
sufficient to estimate each integral over r j' In order to simplify the exposition, 
we choose j = 1. We need thus to estimate 

{ (1 + lel2t q/ 2 Isr(xf) (p(e). e)lq de. Jr , 
We perform a change of variables e -+ 11(e) defined by 

11: r l-+jRn, 111(e)=p(e), 11j (e)=ej , j=2, ... ,n. 
The Jacobian of the transformation 11 is 

det((a11/ae)(e)) = (ap/ae1)(e). 
In view of (0.6), for e E r 1 

(1.5) I det(a11j/ae) (e)1 ~ C2 (1 + lenm-1Ie11/lel ~ (C2 /vIn)(1 + lenm- 1 

~ (C3/vIn)(1 + leI2)(m-l)/2. 

The set r 1 has two connected components 

r~={eErl' e1 ~O}. 
On each of these components, the map 11: r~ -+ jRn is one-to-one. Indeed, 
if 11(e) = 11 (e) , it follows that ej = ej for j ~ 2 and p(e1 ,e2 , ... ,en) = 
p(e1, e2 , ... ,en)' Since (ap/ae1)(e) '" 0 for e E r~ and since the segment 
joining (e1, e2 , ••• ,en) to (e1, e2 , ••• ,en) lies in r~ , it follows that e1 = e1 . 

Let us denote by G~ the images of r~ and by e± the inverses, e±: G~ -+ 
± r 1 . We have 

{ (1 + leI 2)ql>/2 Isr(xf)(p(e),e)l q de 
Jr~ 

= { (1 + le±(11)lql>/2 1 det(a11/ae)(e± (11)) 1-1 Isr(xf) (111 ,et(11), 11')IQ d11· 
JG~ 

We denoted 11' = (112' ... ,11n) and e~(11) is the first component of e±(11). 
From (1.5) we deduce 

(1 + leI 2)Qa/21 det(a11/ae)(e)I-1 :::; (vIn/C3)(1 + leI2)-(m-l-Qa)/2. 

Thus 

Let us note that since et (11) = 11 j for j = 2, ... ,n , it follows that 

(1.6) le±(11)1 ~ 111'1· 
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Also, since P(c;±(11)) = 111 ' from (0.5) we infer that 

11111 :s C1(1 + Ic;±(11)lt :s C:(1 + Ic;±(11)12)m/2. 

Assuming with no loss of generality C: ~ 1 we have thus 

(1.7) (1 + l11l)I/2:s 2C:(1 + Ic;±(11)12)m/2. 

Using Holder's inequality we have 

(1.8) { ± (1 + Ic;±(11)1 2)-(m-I-qa)/217(xf)(111 ,c;t(11) , 11')lq d11 JG1 

,; [I.:, (I + I{±(~)I')-(m-I-"')/(,-q) d~r-q)/' 

x [I.:, 19-(xf)(~I' ,~(~), ~')I' d~]'" 
First we claim that fG±(1 + Ic;±(11)1 2)-(m-I-qa)/(2-q) d11 is finite (in the case 
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Indeed we write xl as 

xl = XI (XI)(xf)(t, XI' X2' ... ,xn ) 

with X = XOX2'" Xn • Then 

ST(xl)(l1l' ~I' 11') = i: XI (~I - x)ST(xl)(l1l' X, 11') dx. 

This yields 
, 2 2 roo _ , 2 

IST(xl)(l1l'~I,l1)1 ~llxII12LooSTI(xf)(111,X'11)1 dx. 
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The right-hand side is clearly independent of ~ I. Taking the supremum and 
integrating, it follows that 

{ Sup~ 1ST (XI)(l1 I , ~I' 11')12 dll jJRn I 

~ IIx III~ ( 1ST (xl)( 111 ,X, 11') 12 dlll dx dll' jJRn+1 
= Ilx 111~llxlll~2(JRn+I) 
~ Ilxlll~llxll~II/II~2(JRn+I)' 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1, with the constant Cx estimated 
by (1.3). If q = 2 we notice that condition (0.5) is not needed. It was used 
only to provide decay in l11il, i = 1, ... ,n. 

We conclude this section with various remarks and variants of Theorem 1.1. 

Remark 1.1 
by 

(0.5)' 

(nonisotropic symbols). Conditions (0.5) and (1.1) can be replaced 

m' > m, 

(1.1)' { 2a < m' - 1 - ((2 - q)jq)n - (2jq)(m' - m), if q < 2, 
2a ~ m - 1 , if q = 2 . 

This is easily checked by an inspection of the proof of Theorem 1.1. For in-
stance, if n = 2 an P(~I' ~2) = ~~ +~; ,then m = 2 and m' = 4. The condition 
(1.1)' implies that for q belonging to (!, 2] , one obtains some degree of local 
smoothing, a > o. Of course we obtain better results in the ~2 direction by 
choosing adapted anisotropic weights (1 + 1~112tq/2(1 + l~i)pq/2 . We will not 
proceed further in this direction. 

Remark 1.2 (an L" estimate 1 ~ r' < 2). In the following remark we show 
" , how one can adapt the proof of Theorem 1.1 in order to get an L , 1 ~ r < 2 , 

estimate. These types of estimates are useful in nonlinear problems. We are 
still given X E C;'(lRn+ l ) as above and 1 ~ q < 2. Furthermore, let r be a 
real ~ 2. Instead of (1.1) we assume that a > 0 is given satisfying 
(1.12) {a«m-l)jr-n(l jq -l j r), r~2,r>q, 

a~ (m-l)j2, ifr=q=2. 
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Then there exists C; > 0 (see below) such that for every f E y(]Rn+I), 

(1.13) [In (1 + Ic;I 2t Q/ 21.9f(xf)(p(c;),c;)lq de;] I/Q ~ C;llfllv'(IRn+I) 

where l/r + l/r' = 1 . 
The proof of (1.13) follows that of Theorem 1.1. Let us briefly indicate the 

main differences. First, instead of (1.8) we obtain, still with Holder's inequality, 

(1.14) { ± (1 + Ic;± (11) 12)-(m-I-Qa)/21.9f(xf)(111 ,c;t(l1)' 11')IQ dl1 JG1 

,; [fa:, (1 + Ie± (~) I') -((m-i-"')/')('/('-q)) d~ jl-q/, 

x [fa:, W-(xf)(~l'e~(~). q')1' dq r 
We claim that 

{ ± (1 + Ic;± (11) 12) -((m-I-Qa)/2)(r/(r-Q)) dl1 is finite. 
JG1 

(In the case q = r = 2 the claim is that (1 + Ic;±(11)12)-(m-I-2a)/2 is uniformly 
bounded for 11 E G~ , which is obvious in view of (1.12) and which is a case 
included in Theorem 1.1.) 

Indeed for r> q (1.12) is equivalent to 

(r / (r - q))( m - 1 - qa:) > m + n - 1 

and we can then proceed as in the derivation of (1.9). 
It remains to show that 

k± 1.9f(xf)(111 ,c;t(I1), 11')1' dl1 ~ C;lIfll~r'(IRn+I)' 
I 

As in the L 2 case, we prove more; namely, 

(1.15) ( SUP~IEIRI.9f(xf)(l1l,c;l'I1')lr dl1 ~ C;lIfll~r'(IRn+I)' JlRn 
Proceeding as in the derivation of (1.11), we arrive at 

1.9f(xf)(l1l , c;l' 11')lr = Ii: XI (c;l - x).9f(xf) (111 ,x, 11') dxl r 

~ IIXdl~r'(IR) i: 1.9f (Xf)(11 I , x, 11')1' dx. 

Taking the supremum and integrating yields 

( Sup~ 1.9f(xf)(l1l , c;l ' 11')1' dl1 JlRn I 

~ IIXIII~r'(IR) { 1.9f(xf)(l1l , x, 11')1' dl1l dx dl1' 
JIRn+1 
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and by the Hausdorff-Young theorem 

r SUP~I IST(XJ) ( 171 • e;1 • 17')1' d17 :::; IIi I II~r' (Ii) IIifll~r' (lin+l) Jlin 
:::; Clli l II~r'(Ii)IIill:Ollfll~r'(lin+l) 
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and this gives obviously (1.13) with a constant C~ which can be estimated as 
follows (where C is an absolute constant): 

(1.16) C;:5 C ["Xo", .. ·lIx,lI, + IIxolioo ~ lIi)I,. IIx, 1100 .. ·lIljlloo·· . II X, 1100 1 
(the term IIxoll,'" IIxnll, comes from the equivalent of (1.4)). 0 

In the case n = lone can dispense with time localization if condition (0.6) 
is fulfilled for any le;I > O. This allows us to obtain global in time, local in 
space smoothing (see §2). We present briefly the argument in the next remark. 

Remark 1.3. Let 2:::; P :::; +00, 1/ p + 1/ p' = 1. Then there exists an absolute 
constant C> 0 such that for every a E .9"(1I~?), X E C;'(lR) 

( 1.17) [lle;lm-IIST(xa)(P(e;). e;)IP de;] lIP 

:::; C(IIxlip + IIillp,)(IIallp'.p' + IIalll.p')· 
Moreover, if one takes R = 0 (0.6) (which is the case of the examples 

mentioned in the Introduction), the right-hand side of (1.17) can be replaced 
by 

(1.18) C(llxlip + IIillp,)IIallp'p" 
In fact, integrating over {le;I :::; R} gives 

( 1.19) r 1e;lm-IIST(Xa)(p(e;) .e)IP de :::; CRllxllpllali l p,. [ jllP 

JI~I~R . 

To estimate ~~I~R' we first bound SUP~EIi IST(xa)(r .e;)I. One has 

and 

IST(xa)(r.e;)1 = Il e-2i7rlT [l e-2i7tX~x(x)a(t.X)dX] dtl 

= Il e-2i7ttT l i(17)(g;a)(t. e - 17) d17 dtl 

= Il i(17)(ST a)( r . e; - 17) d171 

:::; IIillp, (liST alP (r .17) d17 yIP 

SUP~EliIST(xa)(r.e)IP:::; IIill~, lISTaIP(r.17)d17. 
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Therefore 

f IST(xa)(p(~) ,~)IPI~lm-1 d~ ~ f SUP'lEIR IST(xa)(p(~), 17)IPI~lm-1 d~ 
jl~I?R jl~I?R 

~ IIiII~, f f 1ST alP (p(~), 17)I~lm-1 d~ d17 
jl~I?R jlR 

~ Cllxll~, f f 1ST alP (p(~), 17)lp' (~)I d~ d17. 
jl~I?R jlR 

Using the change of variables 17 = p(~) (see proof of Theorem 1.1) we finally 
arrive at 

Regrouping (1.19) and (1.20) yields 

(1.21 ) 
[ ] 

liP f IST(xa)(p(~)'~)IPI~lm-1 d~ 
~ C(IIxlip + IIxllpl)(IIallpl.p' + IIall l .pl )' 

The right-hand side of (1.21) reduces to C(IIxlip + IIXllpl)IIallpl.p' when 
R =0. 0 

2. THE SMOOTHING PROPERTY: SCALAR CASE 

The main result of this section is 

Theorem 2.1. We assume that p satisfies (0.4), and (0.6). Let s 2:: -(m - 1 )/2, 
Uo E H S C'~'" n). Then for X E C;' (~n+ I) of the form given in Theorem 1.1 the 
solution u of (0, I) associated to Uo satisfies 

() f 2( I )(m-I+2s)/4 ( )1 2 d d 211 112 2.1 jlRn+ 1 X t,x) (I -~ u t,x x t ~ Cx Uo H'(lRn ) , 

where Cx is the constant given by (1.3). In particular, 

u E L2(_T, T;H~71~~-1)/2(~n)) 

for every T> O. 

Remark 2.1. It follows from Theorem 2.1 and the Sobolev imbedding theorem 
that u E L 2 ( - T , T ; c; (~n)) where C; (~n) is the space of Ck functions with 
bounded derivatives up to order k provided s> (n - m + 2k + 1)/2. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We proceed by duality. Let f E y(~n+I). We set 

1= J f X(t, x)(I - ~/m-I+2s)/4u(t, x)f(t, x) dt dxJ. 
jlRn+ 1 

Since u(t,.) = e-itP(D)uo ' we can write by transposition 

(2.2) 
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where {F, G} =def JJRn FG dx. Because of the Parseval identity we obtain also 

1= I( uO' (1 + 1e!1 2)(m-I+2s)/4l e+itP(~)Si(Xf)dt)1 

= I {uo' (1 + 1e!1 2 )(m-I+2s)/47 (xf)( - p(e!)/2n, e!m 

$ (In (1 + 1e!1 2)Sluo(e!)12 de!) 1/2 

X (In (1 + 1e!1 2)(m-I)/217(xf)( - p(e!)/2n, e!)1 2) 1/2 

and by Theorem 1.1 with q = 2, a = (m - 1)/2 we obtain finally 

1$ CxlluoII Hs (JRn)lIfIlL2(JRn+I) ' 
which implies (2.1) by duality and density. 0 

Using Remark 1.2 instead of Theorem 1.1, we can obtain an L q , q i= 2, 
version of Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 2.2. We assume that p satisfies (0.4), (0.5), and (0.6). Let Uo E 
Lq(lin), 1 $ q $ 2. Thenfor X E C;'(lin+l) of the form given in Theorem 1.1, 
the solution u of (0.1), (0.2) satisfies 

(2.3) [r Xr (t , x)l(I - At/2U(t ,x)( dx dt] I/r $ C~ lIuoIIU (JRn)' 
}JRn+1 

where C~ is the constant given by (1.16) and a, r, q satisfy 

(2.4) {r>2, 
a < (m + n - 1)/r - n/q. 

In other words, u E Lr ( - T , T ; H:;'~oc (lin)) for every T> O. 

Proof. For f E .9'(lin+l) we compute 

I = I r X(t, x)(I - At/2U(t, x)f(t, x) dt dxl· 
}JRn+1 

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, now using Holder's inequality, we get 

1$ lIuoll u ' (In (1 + 1e!1 2t q/2 17(xf) ( -p(e!)/2n, e!)lq de!) I/q , 

(2.5) 1$ Clluollq (In (1 + 1e!1 2t q/217(xf) ( - p(e!)/2n, e!)lq de!) I/q 

by the Hausdorff-Young inequality. 
We can estimate the integral in (2.5) using (1.13) provided a satisfies (2.4) 

(which is exactly (1.12)) and we obtain 

1$ C;lIuoll q llfIlV'(JRn+I) ' 

which gives (2.3) by an obvious duality and density argument. 
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1$ CxlluoII Hs (JRn)lIfIlL2(JRn+I) ' 
which implies (2.1) by duality and density. 0 
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(2.3) [r Xr (t , x)l(I - At/2U(t ,x)( dx dt] I/r $ C~ lIuoIIU (JRn)' 
}JRn+1 

where C~ is the constant given by (1.16) and a, r, q satisfy 

(2.4) {r>2, 
a < (m + n - 1)/r - n/q. 

In other words, u E Lr ( - T , T ; H:;'~oc (lin)) for every T> O. 
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Corollary 2.1. The assumptions are those of Theorem 2.2. We assume moreover 
that Uo E Hs.q(JRn) , 1:$ q :$ 2, s ~ O. Then the corresponding solution u of 
(0.1) satisfies 

r( s+ll<.r( n)) U E L - T , T ; Hu ' lac JR 

for every T> 0, where r and a are given by (2.4). 
As we mentioned in § 1 (Remark 1.3), in the case n = 1 we can derive a 

result which is global in time. 

Proposition 2.1. We assume here that n = 1 and that p satisfies (0.4) with 
R = 0 and Ip'(e)1 ~ c2lelm-1 ,for all e E JR. 

(i) Let Uo E HS(JR) , s ~ -(m - 1)/2. Then the solution u of (0.1), (0.2) 
satisfies u E L2(JR;H:tl~~-I)/2(R)). More precisely, for every X E S"'(JR) one 
has 

(2.6) 

(ii) Let Uo E S"'(JR) be such that (I - d2 / dX2)S/2UO E 7-1 L q (JR), 1:$ q :$ 2, 
s ~ -(m - l)/q', l/q + l/q' = 1. Then for every X E S"'(JR) 

X(/ - d2 /dx2)s/2+(m-I)/2ql u E L q' (JR; L~';IOC(JR)) . 

Moreover, 

(2.7) IIX(I +d2/dx2)s/2+(m-I)/2qlullLql(1R2):$ CII(1 +e2//2uollq{IIXllql + IIill q}· 

Proof. let a E S"'(JR2) and X E S"'(JR) . 
(i) We evaluate 

1= f a(t,x)x(x)IDI(m-l)/2+su(t,x)dtdx, 
_ A 

where IDlf(e) = lelf(e). By the Parseval identity 

Therefore 

1= f dt f g;Cxa)(t, e)g;(IDI(m-')/2+Su)(t, e) de 

= f dt f g;Cxa)(t, e)ejtP(~)lel(m-I)/2+Suo(e) de 

= f 7 (xa)( - p(e)/21l, e)lel(m-l)/2+suo(e) de. 

which obviously proves (2.6). 
(ii) We evaluate 

J = f a(t, x)X(x)(I - d2 /dx2)s/2+(m-l)/2ql u(t, x) dt dx. 
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Again, by the Parseval identity, 

J = / dt / 9;Cxa)(t, e;)(1 + e;2)S/2+(m- l l/2ql eitP(eluo(e;) de;, 

and by the hypothesis on uo' 

where we have used the estimate of SUPeEIR Iff(xa)(r ,e;)1 given in the proof 
of Remark 1.3 and (1.17) in the case R = O. Finally, we obtain with the 
Hausdorff-Young inequality 

which proves (2.7). 

Remark 2.2. Remark 2.1 and (2.5) imply that u E L2(~+; C:(l~)) provided 
Uo E HS(~), s > (2 + 2k - m)/2 (this is the case for the linearlized K-dV 
equation if s> (2k - 1)/2). 

3. LoCAL SMOOTHING PROPERTY FOR THE NONHOMOGENEOUS CASE 

In this section we derive local smoothing properties for the inhomogeneous 
equation 

(3.1 ) au/at + iP(D)u = F in ~ x ~n , 

(3.2) 

where P(D) is as in §2. As a consequence we shall obtain local smoothing 
results for Schrodinger equations with a large class of potentials and some results 
in the nonlinear case (cf. §5). 

Theorem 3.1. We assume that p satisfies (0.4), (0.5), and (0.6). Let s ~ 
-(m-l)/2, UoEHs(~n), FEL:oc(~;Hs.q(~n)), 1 ~q~2. Let a begiven 
by (1.1). Then the solution u of (3.1), (3.2) belongs to L2(-T,T;H:71::(~n)) 
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for every T> O. Moreover, for every X E c:(~n) of the form given in Theorem 
1.1 and which is supported in [-T , T] x ~n , one has 

(3.3) ( )
lP l. /(t, x)I(I - A) (s+a)/2 u(t ,x)12 dx dt 

~ Cx(IIuollHS(R') + IIFIIL'(-T.T;Hs.q(R'))) 
where Cx is as in Theorem 1.1. 

Proof. We use the Duhamel representation formula 

(3.4) u(t, .) = e -itP(D) Uo + lot e -i(t-r)P(D) F( r , .) dr . 

By Theorem 2.1, e-itP(D)uo lies in L~oc(~n ;H::l~-1)/2(~n)); therefore it is 
sufficient to consider the integral term in (3.4). . 

Let f E .9"(~n+l) be supported in [-T, T] x ~n • We set 

1= f X(t,x)(I _A)(s+<»/2 t e-i(t-r)p(D)F(r,x)drf(t,x)dtdx. 
JRn+1 Jo 

Using the Parseval identity in the x -variables and interchanging the order of 
integration, we get 

1= fT dt f srt;(XJ)(t, ~)( 1 + 1~12)(s+a)/2 t e -i(t-r)p(~) srt;F( r,~) dr d~ 
J- T JR' Jo 

= i: dr l. (l + 1~12)(s+a)/2srt;F(r ,~) (iT e-itP(~)srt;(xJ)(t ,~) dt) eirp(~) d~. 
For r E [-T, T] we define Ir by 

(Ir)(t ,x) = Xlr .T](t)f(t ,x) 
where Xlr .T] is the characteristic function of [r, T]. Therefore, 

iT e -itp(~) srt;(xJ)(t,~) dt = !T(X7r)(p(~)/271,~) 
and I becomes 

1= i: dr l. (1 + 1~12)(s+a)/2srt;F(r,~)!T(x7r)(p(~)/271 ,~)eirp(~) d~. 
Then 

fT (f ' , ) l/q' 
(3.5) III ~ LT JR' (1 + 1~12)sq /2 1srt;F(r ,~)Iq d~ 

x (l. (1 + 1~12tq/21!T(X7r)(p(~)/271 ,~)Iq d~) l/q} dr 

< (by Theorem 1.1 and the Hausdorff-Young Theorem) 

~ Cx i: IIF(r, .) IIHs.q(R') IIIrllv(Rn+I) dr 

~ Cx"fllv(Rn+I)IIFIIL'(-T.T;Hs.q(R'))· 
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Proposition 3.1. Assume that p satisfies (0.4), (0.5), and (0.6). Let s 2:: 
-(m - 1)/2, Uo E Hs.q(W.n), 1 ::; q ::; 2, F E Lfoc(W.;Hs,q(W.n)). Then, for 
every T> 0, the solution u of (3.1), (3.2) belongs to L'(-T, T;H::I~C(W.n)) 
provided a, r ,q satisfy , 

(3.6) { r > 2, 
a < (m + n - 1)/r - n/q. 

Proof. First, we use Corollary 2.1 to show that e -jtP(D) Uo belongs to 
L' (- T , T; H:71~~' (W.n)) where a is given by (2.4) (which is (3.6)). 

To deal with the integral term in (3.4) we apply (1.13) instead of Theorem 
1.1 to majorize the second integral in (3.5). 0 

As an application of Theorem 3.1, we consider Schrodinger equations with a 
real time dependent potential V(t, x) 
(3.7) iau/at+Llu+V(t,x)u=O, inW.xW.n, 

(3.8) u(O, x) = uo(x), in w.n . 
Corollary 3.1. Let p > Max( 1 ,n/2) and a, p real such that 

4np p 2p 
2 < a, < /. 2p(2n + 1) - n - P - n 2 

Assume that V = ~ + fS, ~ E Lioc(W.,L"'(W.n)), fS E L;:(W.;LP(W.n)). Then 
the solution u of (3.7), (3.8) corresponding to Uo E L2(w.n) satisfies u E 

L2( - T, T; HI~C(W.n)) for every T > 0, where s > 0 is to be made explicit 
in the proof. 
Proof. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, a result ofYajima [19, Theorem 
1.1] implies that u E L~:!(P-I)(W.;L4P/n(w.n)). Hence 

Vu E L2p/(P+I)(w.. Lqi(W.n)) i = 1, 2, 
I loc ' , 

where ql = 4pa/(na + 4p), q2 = 4PP/( 4p + np). Our assumptions on a, p 
imply 1::; 2n/(n + 1) < qj::; 2, i = 1,2. 

From Theorem 3.1 we can therefore infer that for every T > 0, u E 
L2(-T, T;HI~c(W.n)) where s < Min(I/2,d l ,d2), d j = 1/2 - ((2 - q;)/2qj)n 
(note that dj > 0 for i = 1, 2 since qj > 2n/(n + 1), and that one can 
take s = 1/2 = d l = d2 when ql = q2 = 2, which corresponds to the case 
a = p = 2p/(p - n/2) ). 

Remark 3.1. If V E L;:c OK; L'" (W.n)) , in particular if V is time independent 
and belongs to L"'(W.n) , Corollary 3.1 gives a local smoothing effect provided 
2 < a::; +00. More precisely, the solution u of (3.7), (3.8) with Uo E L2(w.n) 
belongs to L2(_T,T;HI~~2(w.n)) for all T>O. In effect, if a is given in the 
range 2 < a < +00, and if p is defined by a = 2p/(p - n/2) , one can write 

V = tv + tv E Lioc(W.;L"(W.n)) +L;:(W.;L"(W.n)) 
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and apply Corollary 3.1. If a = +00, then Vu E Ltoc(JR+ ;L2(JRn)) and one can 
apply Theorem 3.1 directly. 

4. LoCAL SMOOTHING EFFECTS FOR DISPERSIVE SYSTEMS 

In this section we study linear dispersive systems of the following type 

{ gt + iP(D)g = 0, in JR x JRn , (4.1 ) 
g(O,·) =~, 

where u = u(t , x) : 1R x JRn -+ JR2 or ((;2 , and P(~) is a real matrix symbol 

P(~) = (PI (~) P3(c!)) 
= P4(~) P2(c!) , 

The coefficients Pj will satisfy 

(4.2) 

(4.4) There exists A2 > 0 such that 

(P3(c!) - P4(~))2 $ A2 ((PI (~) ~ P2(~))2 + P3(~)P4(~)) 

for all ~ E JRn , 1c!1 ~ M ~ O. 

(4.5) There exists R ~ M such that the functions 

"l"±(~) = PI (~) ; P2(~) ± b(~) 

are differentiable for I~I > R and satisfy (0.5), (0.6) (with P replaced by "l"±). 
Systems like (4.1) are often encountered in the theory of dispersive long 

waves of small amplitude. Here are some examples. 

Examples 4.1. (i) Linearized Boussinesq type systems (see [13]) 

(4.6) {Ut+alVXXX+a2VXXXXX~0' tEJR, xEJR, 
vt + Pluxxx + P2uxxxxx - 0, 

with a2P2 > 0 (or alPI > 0 if a2 = P2 = 0). This system is a bidirectional 
model for water waves. 

(ii) Linearized systems for the interaction of long internal waves in two pyc-
noclines [12]. 

The pycnocline is the region between two fluids of different densities. It 
can support a variety of interesting waves. The following (linearized) system 
describes the interaction of long internal waves in two close pycnoclines (see [1] 
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for a study of the Cauchy problem associated to the nonlinear system); here U 
and v are the amplitudes of the waves. 

(4.7) 

where 

{ Ut - PIHlux - PIH2vx ~ 0, 
vt - P2H3vx - P2H2ux - 0, 

XE~, tE~, 

A I ~ 1 ~ 
HI (~) = ~~ coth ~ + ~~ coth ~ , 

I I 2 2 
A 1 ~ 1 ~ 
H3(~) = ~~ coth ~ + ~e coth ~ 

3 3 2 2 

while H2 is a smoothing operator. t51 , t52 ,t53 are the depths of the fluid layers. 
(iii) Strong interaction between internal solitary waves (cf. [6]). The strong 

interaction of weakly nonlinear large internal gravity waves occurs when the 
wave phase speeds are nearly equal, although the waves belong to different 
modes. It is described by a pair of coupled K-dV equations for the amplitudes 
U and v; the linearized system can be written 
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Another typical example is the equation 

(4.13) {Utt +(-I)kd ku =O, XE~n, tE~n, k?2, 
u(O,·) = uo' ut(O,·) = ul . 
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The system (4.10) will fulfill conditions (4.2)-(4.5) provided the symbols P3' P4 
of P3 ' P4 satisfy 

(4.14) 

PiEL;:{lRn), i=3,4, 
P3(e)p4(e) > 0, for lei ~ M ~ o. 
There exists A2 > 0 such that 

pi(e) + p;(e) ~ A2 P3(e)p4(e) for lei ~ M ~ o. 
There exists R ~ M such that P3 ' P 4 are differentiable 
for lei ~ Rand P3P4 satisfies (0.5), (0.6). 

In the case of equation (4.13), (4.14) will be satisfied provided one sets P3 = 
P4=tl' if k=21 or P3=P4=(-tl)1/2tl' if k=21+1. 

Before stating the smoothing properties for (4.1), we want to compute more 
explicitly the matrix e -itP(~) . In order to do so, we decompose P in a diagonal 
matrix and a traceless matrix: 

(4.15) p(e) = Tr ~(e) 1 + (p(e) _ Tr ~(e) I) . 
Let us denote by 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 

Tr p(e) 1 
a(e) = 2 = "2(PI (e) + P2(e)) , 

d(e) = det(p(e) - a(e)I) , 

• ~ ~ (,PI ({) ~ p,({))' + P, ({)P'({)) . 

~ ~ 2 ~ 

Now, for any 2 x 2 traceless matrix Q, we have Q = -(detQ)/. 
Let us denote by 

( 4.18) 1 
2 11/2 

b(e) = Id(e)11/2 = (PI (e) ~ P2(e)) + P3(e)p4(e) 

and by 
( 4.19) 
Then 
(4.20) 
More precisely, 

Q(e) = (1/b(e))(p(e) - a(e)I)· 

Q2 = sign ((PI ~ P2)2 + P3P4) I. 

If Q2 = 1 , then eiAQ = 1 +iAQ- (A2 12!)1 - i(A3 13!)Q+··· . So eiAQ = (cosA)1 + 
i(sinA)Q. If Q2 = -I, then eiAQ = (coshA)1 + i(sinhA)Q. Summarizing, 

(4.21) /tP(~) = eia(~)t(cos(b(e)t)1 + isin(b(e)t)Q(e)) 

if (PI - P2)2 /4 + P3P4 > 0 (which is our assumption (4.3)), 
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(4.22) eitP(e) = eia(e)t(cosh(b(e)t)I + isinh(b(e)t)Q(e)) 

if (PI - P2)2/4 + P3 P4 < 0, 
and 

eitP(e) = eia(e)t (I + it(p(e) - a(e)I)) if (PI - P2)2/4 + P3P4 = O. 

We see that if (PI (e) - P2(e))2/4 + P3(e)p4(e) < 0 for large lei then the 
Cauchy problem for (4.1) is ill posed in the sense of Hadamard; we avoid this 
situation by assuming (4.3). 

Thus we obtain the following expression for eitP(e): 

(4.23) eitP(e) = eiT+(e)t (I + f(e)) + eiT-(e)t (I - f(e)) 
where 
(4.24) 

and 

We are now ready to state a smoothing property similar to Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 4.1. We assume that p(e) satisfies (4.2)- (4.5). Let s ~ -(m - 1)/2. 
Then for X E C;'(lRn+l ) of the form given in Theorem 1.1, the solution u of 
(4.1) associated to Uo E H S C'Rn)2 satisfies 

(4.25) ([ /(t,X)I(l_Ll)(m-I+2s)/4 u(t,X) 12 dXdt)I/2 ~ CxlluoIlHs(]Rn)2 
i]Rn+1 

where Cx is the constant given by (2.6). In particular, 
2( . s+(m-I)/2( n))2 fi 0 u E L -T, T ,Hu;loc jR or every T> . 

Proof. We denote X· Y the scalar product in ((:2 (or jR2 accordingly). For any 
f E .9'(jRn+I)2 , we have 

j j X(t, x)(I - Ll)s/2+(m-I)/4u(t, x) . f(t, x) dx dt 

= j j (l- Ll)s/2+(m-I)/4u(t, x) . Cxf)(t, x) dx dt 

= j((I - Ll//2+(m-I)/4u(t,.), xf} dt 
def 

= j ((I - Ll)s/2+(m-I)/4e -itP(D)UO' xf) dt 

= \(l-Ll//2UO' j(l_Ll)(m-I)/4eitr(D)(Xf)dt) 
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where P*(D) is the operator whose symbol is the transposed matrix 

Therefore (see (4.23)), 

(4.26) eitP"(~) = eiT+(~)t (I + ~*(e)) + eiT-(~)t (I - ~*(e)) 

where t± are given in (4.5) and Q* is the transpose of Q. We have thus 

(4.27) II X(t. x)(l - d//2+(m-l)/4u(t. x) . f(t. x) dt dx 

= ((I -d)S/2uo .(I _d/m- 1)/41 eitP"(D)(Xf)dt). 

Since we deal with an L2 theory, we have to estimate 

(4.28) 11(1 _d)(m-l)/4IeitP"(D)(Xf)dtll = (Parseval) 
V(IR") 

= 11(1 + leI2)(m-l)/41 eitP"(~) g;(xf)(t. e) dtll . 
V(IR") 

Now, using (4.26) 

(4.29) I eitP"(~)g;(xf)(t.e)dt 

= 1 + ~*(e) !T(xf) (- t2~) .e) + 1 -2 Q* !T(xf) (- t2~e) .e) . 

We have to estimate therefore 

This will be estimated if 

are both estimated. We recall that by (4.4) one has 
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This implies that the norm of the 2 x 2 matrix Q*(e;) is bounded uniformly 
in e;, for le;I ~ M. Indeed, 

* 2 * 1 2 22 IIQ (e;)11 :::; TrQ(e;)Q (e;) = b2 [(PI - P2) /2 + P3 + P4 He;) 

122 
= b2 [2((P I - P2) /4 + P3P4 ) + (P3 - P4 ) He;) 

= 2 + ((P3 - P4 )2/b2)(e;) 

:::; 2+A2 for le;I ~ M. 

Therefore (4.30) will be estimated provided we can bound 

(4.31) In (1 + 1e;1 2)(m-I)/2Isr(xf)( -T±(e;)/2n ,e;)1 2 de;. 

Since by (4.5), T± satisfy (0.4)-(0.6) we can apply Theorem 1.1. The re-
mainder of the proof is as in Theorem 2.1 and we get 

III X(t, x)(J - ~)s/2+(m-I)/4u(t. x) . f(t. x) dx dtl 

:::; CxII uolI Hs (lRn) IIfllu{lltn+l) . f E L2(~n+l) 

which yields (4.25). 

Examples 4.2. (i) In the case of (4.11), we obtain a solution u in 
L2( -T. T; ~~2(~n)), T> 0, provided (uo• ul ) E L2(~n) X H-2(~n). 

(ii) In the case of (4.13) with k = 2, let (uo' u l) E L2(~n) X L2n/(n+2)(~n), 

n ~ 3. Then the solution U of (4.13) belongs to L2(_T.T;~~~2(~n)), for 
T> O. (Use the fact that (_~)-IUI E L2(~n) by the Hardy-Littlewood Sobolev 
theorem (cf. [16, p. 119]). 

Remark 4.1. Condition (4.4) can be omitted in Theorem 4.1 if PI (e;) + P2(e;) = 
0, so that T+(e;) = -T_(e;), and if u(-t.x) = u(t.x), for all t E ~ and 
x E ~n • Indeed, going back to (4.29), (4.30), it follows that if sr (xf) ( -T . e;) = 
sr (xf)( T • e;) then 

I ei1r(c,) y;'(xf)(t ,e;) dt = sr(xf)( -T+ (e;)/2n . e;) + Q* (e;)(0) 

= sr(xf) (-T + (e;)/2n ,e;) . 

This means that we can estimate the even part of u(t. x) ; i.e., 

x(I - ~//2+(m-I)/4(u(t .. ) + u( -t. ·)/2) 

without (4.4) if PI + P2 == O. 

Remark 4.2. In the examples of the type 

P(e;) = (PI (e;) 
aP3(e;) 
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condition (4.3) means 0' > 0 (and 0' < 0 would imply ill-posedness of the 
Cauchy problem). Condition (4.4) is automatically satisfied with A = (0'+ 1)/0'. 
Condition (4.5) is a growth condition at infinity and applies when P3 dominates 
PI - P2 or when PI - P2 dominantes P3' 

Remark 4.3. One has, obviously, the analogues of Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.1, 
and Proposition 2.1 for systems of the type (4.1). The same is true for the 
results of §3. 

5. LoCAL SMOOTHING: SOME NONLINEAR EXAMPLES 

We give two examples of nonlinear dispersive equations. The first one con-
cerns the Schrodinger equation, the second a class of Korteweg-de Vries type 
equations. 

We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (we 
restrict to spatial dimension ~ 3 for technical reasons) 

(5.1) { i8u/8t +~u = F(u), x E JRn , n ~ 3, 
u(O,x) = uo(x). 

The assumptions on the function F will be similar to those of Kato [11]. 

(5.2) 2 FEe (C,C); F(O) = 0, 1F'(z)) I ~ MlzIP - I for Izl ~ 1 

where 

(5.3) l<p<5 ifn=3; l<p<oo ifn~2. 

Under these assumptions, Kato [11] has proven the existence of a unique local 
solution u E C( -T, T; H2(JRn)) provided Uo E H 2(JRn). The next result gives 
a smoothness property of u. 

Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions (5.2), (5.3), let Uo E H 2(JRn). Then there 
existsa T> 0 anda unique solution u of (5.1), with u E C([-T, T];H2(JRn))n 
L2(_T, T ;H;{~(JRn)). 

Proof. The existence in C([-T,T];H2(JRn)) forsome T>O and the unique-
ness resuit from [11]. Concerning the smoothing property, it is sufficient to 
remark that F(u) E Loo([_T, T];H2(JRn)) and to use Theorem 3.1. 

Remark 5.1. As noticed by Kato [11], the solution u exists for all time (T = 
+00), under the assumption that F(z) = 8H(z)/8z where H(z) is a real-
valued function such that H(O) = 0 and H(z) ~ clzl2 , c> O. 

Our second application to nonlinear problems will concern a class of non-
local Korteweg-de Vries equations. This example is more involved since the 
nonlinearity involves an x -derivative. We consider 

(5.4) { 8u/8t + u8u/8x + L8u/8x = 0, 
u(O,x) = uo(x). 

tEJR, xEJR, 
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+00), under the assumption that F(z) = 8H(z)/8z where H(z) is a real-
valued function such that H(O) = 0 and H(z) ~ clzl2 , c> O. 

Our second application to nonlinear problems will concern a class of non-
local Korteweg-de Vries equations. This example is more involved since the 
nonlinearity involves an x -derivative. We consider 

(5.4) { 8u/8t + u8u/8x + L8u/8x = 0, 
u(O,x) = uo(x). 

tEJR, xEJR, 
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Here L is defined by Lv(C;) = q(C;)v(C;) and we set P(D) = (8/8x)L to be 
consistent with the general notations of this paper. Therefore we set p(C;) = 
c!q(c!) and assume that p satisfies (0.4), (0.5), and (0.6). 

It is well known (see for instance [14]) that if Uo is smooth, say u E 
HOO(JR.) == ns>oHS(JR.), (5.4) possesses a unique local smooth solution u E 
COO(_T .. , T. ; HOO(JR.)) ,where T. = T.(lIuoIlH2). 

Our purpose is now to derive some a priori estimates on u which will depend 
only on II Uo IIL2 and which could be used to derive a local existence result for 
(5.4) with L2(JR.) initial data. 

Obviously, 
(5.5) 

Theorem 5.2. We assume m > 2. Let 0 < a < Min(m - 2,(m - 1)/2), 
X E C~(JR.), T> O. Then the solution u of (5.4) satisfies 

(5.6) IIY(xx[_T,T)IDIOu)IILoo(1R2) ~ C(T;X, a)(IIuoll2 + Iluoll;) 
where c(T, X, a) ~ c(a, X)(I + T2) and IDI is the operator having for symbol 
lei· 
Proof. We use the Duhamel representation formula 

(5.7) (t) -itP(D) lot -i(t-s)P(D) ( ) d u ,. = e Uo - e uUx s, . s. 
o 

We consider the second term in (5.7). Let v(t, x) = f~ e-i(t-S)P(D)uux(s,.) ds. 
Let a E .9'(JR.2) of the form a = 'I' * b, '1', b E .9'(JR.2) ; the convolution is in 
JR.2 • Then 

II I a(t, x)X(x)(IDIOv)(t , x) dt dxl 

= I.e dt f. (7,(Xa))(t. e)7,(IDI·v Ht • e) del 

~ n i: ds llc;lo+ll(i(s))"(e)IIY(xas)(P(e)/2n, c;)1 de 

where as(t) =X[s,T)(t)a(t,x) (see the proof of Theorem 3.1 for a similar com-
putation). 

We can write X(x) = X(x)X(x) with X == 1 on sUPPX, X E C~(JR.) and 
thus 

xas = xxas = X(XX[S ,T))a = X[X I ('I' * b)] 

where XI (t, x) = X(X)X[s,T)(t) . 
Now unfortunately YXI = (X)"(e)X[S,T)(r) is not in L I (JR.2) since 

• () _ (. -2i7rTS/2 )[ -2i7r(T-s)T _ 1] X[s,T) r - Ie nr e , 
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Since we assumed 0 < a < m - 2, we can find q > 1 such that m - 1 > 
q(a + 1) + q - 1 (take q> 1 near 1). Then 

{ p = (m - 1)/ q - (a + 1) > 0 and 
def 

pq' > 1 ( 1 / q + 1/ q' = 1), 
(5.8) 

so that 

We estimate the integral 

{1~IO+'li(s)/\(~)IIST(xas)(p(~)/21l,~)ld~::; { + { . 
J'E JIc;I~M J1c;I?M 

Obviously, by the conservation of the L2 norm, 

(5.9) I { I::; ClluolI~lIxasll,::; Clluoll~llxx,II,lIlj1llzllbllz· 
JIc;I~M 

On the other hand, by (5.8), Holder's inequality and the conservation of the L2 
norm 

(5.10) I { I ::; C ( ( 1~lm-'IST(xas)(p(~)/21l, ~)Iq d~) '/q lIuoll~. 
J1C;I?M J1c;I?M 

The last integral in (5.9) is estimated by the 

Lemma 5.1. Let 1 < q < +00, X E C:(l~); a = X, . (1jI * b) where X, E y(]Rn) 
has compact support in t, 1jI, b E y(]R2). Then 

(5.11) (In 1~lm-'IST(xa)lq (p(~),~) ,d~ ) '/q 

::; C(lIxx,llv('E2) + IISTX,llu('E2))lIbIlL2('E2)IIIj1IIL2('E2) 
where C > 0 is an absolute constant. 

Proof. One has (see the proof of (1.17) in Remark 1.3) 

(In 1~lm-'IST(xa)lq(p(~),~)d~) '/q ::; C(lIxallv(JR2) + Ilillu1 (JR)IISTallu (JR2))' 

Therefore it suffices to notice that 

IIxaIIV(JR2) ::; IIxx,lIv(JR2)111jI * bll u "'(JR2) 
::; IIxx,II,111jI1121Ibllz 

and by the convolution inequality 

lIaIIU (JR2) = IIST(X,) *ST(X * b)lIq 
::; IIST(X,) IIq IIST(1jI * b)lI, ::; IIST(x,)lIqIIIjlI12I1bIl2· 
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Using Lemma 5.1, (5.9), and (5.10), we obtain 

(5.12) if..:L(Vf*b)(t,X)X(X)IDI/)V(t,X)dtdXi::::; C(T;x;a)lIuoll;II",lbllblb 

for all"" b E .9'(R2), where C(T; X; a) ::::; C(X, a)( 1 + T2). Let W = 
X(x)X1_T.T1(t)IDI/)v(t,x). (Recall that v(t'x) = f~e-i(t-S)P(D)uux(s,.)ds). 
Thus (5.12) can be read as 

IfL/",*b)Wdtdxl::::; lIuoll;II",lbllbIl2 for all ""b E.9'(R2). 

Therefore (use Parseval identity), 

or 
2 2 

IIsr",srwIIL2(lR2) ::::; clluolbllsr",lb for all 'II E .9'(R ) 

which implies that sr W E L 00 (R2) and satisfies 

(5.13) 

It remains to deal with the "linear" term Wo = e-itP(D)uo in (5.6). Now, if 
def 

a::::; (m - 1)/2, we already know (see §3) that 

IIXI-T .T]x(x)IDI/)woIlV(lR2) ::::; C(T ;x)lIuoll· 
Therefore, since 

XI-T .T]X(x)IDI/)wo = (X1- T .T]X(x))(XI-T .T]x(x)IDI/)wo) 

belongs to L 1(R2) , its Fourier transform belongs to L OO (R2). This together 
with (5.12) proves (5.5) and Theorem 5.2. 

Corollary 5.1. The assumptions are those of Theorem 5.2. Consider the local-
ized 

u/(t, x) = XI-T .Tl(t)X(x)u(t, x). 

Then there exists a constant C depending on X, a, T and the norm II Uo Ib only, 
such that 

( 5.14) 

Proof. By Theorem 5.2, we know that the function X(x)XI_T .T]IDI/)u(t, x) has 
its Fourier transform in L 00 (R2). Let us write uT(t, x) = X1-T .Tl(t)u(t, x) , so 
that 
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We have therefore 

7(IDI"ul )(T, e;) = Ie; I" Il2 (7 XI )((1 , r1)(7 uT)( T - (1, e; - tJ) d(1 dtJ, 

7(XX[_T ,T)IDI"u)(T, e;) = Il2 7(XI )((1 , tJ)le; - tJl"(7 UT)(T - (1, e; - tJ) d(1 dtJ 

(we used xX[_T,T)IDI"u = xIIDI"uT). Subtracting, we get 

(5.15) 1{7(1DI"ul) - 7(XX[_T ,T)IDI"u)}( T, e;)1 

::; Il.IIe;I" -Ie; - tJl"117XI ((1, tJ)117uT(T - (1, e; - tJ)1 d(1 dtJ· 

Let us first assume 0::; a::; 1. Then 1Ie;1"-Ie;-tJl"l::; C"ltJl" and the right-hand 
side of (5.15) is majorized by 

C"IIIDI" X I Ii V (1R2) Ii uT Ii V (1R2) • 

Since IDI"xl = x[-T,T)IDI"X we conclude that 

1e;1"17(ul )(T,e;)I::; cl +c2Tll uolb· 
Now, 17(UI)(T ,e;)I::; liulli l ::; CTliuolb, and the corollary is proved in the case 
a ::; 1 . If a ~ 1 , one uses an obvious induction argument. 0 

As an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.1, we obtain an a priori estimate 
in a Sobolev space. 

Corollary S.2. The assumptions are those of Theorem 5.2. Let 
a = Min(m - 2, (m - 1)/2) 

and assume a> 1/2; then for every aEL2(-T,T), XEC;'(I~.), thefunction 
Ua = f~T a(t - s)u(s, x)x(x) ds belongs to L2( -T, T; H6 (JR)) for any ~ > 0 
such that a > 1/2 + ~. Moreover, 

(5.16) li ua IIV (-T,T;HJ(IR))::; CllaIIV(-T,T) , 
where 

Proof. We have 

7(ua)( T, e;) = aT( T)7(UI)(T, e;) where aT = X[_ T ,Tla . 

Thus 
11e;167(ua )(,r,e;)I::; Cle;16 Ia(T)I((1 + 1e;1)2)-,,/2 = h(T,e;). 

Since hE L2(JR2) provided a> 1/2 + ~, we obtain (5.16). 0 

REFERENCES 

I. L. Abdelouhab, J. Bona, M. Felland, and J. C. Saut, Nonlocal models/or nonlinear dispersive 
waves, Physica D, 1987. 

2. M. Balabane, On a regularizing effect of Schrodinger type groups, Pre-publications mathe-
matiques, Universite Paris-Nord, no. 68, 1986. 
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